
Plate Tectonics

Unit Summary
In this unit, you learned about the continental drift theory and the theory of
plate tectonics—the forces and processes that shape Earth’s surface. The
planet is made of layers, the outermost of which is broken into tectonic
plates that are constantly in motion. This motion is caused by a combination
of factors and results in tectonic activity such as volcanoes and earthquakes,
as well as some landforms that contour the planet. List the key terms from
this unit, then organize them into a mind map that shows how each of these
features and activities are related to each other.
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ReviewF
UNIT

Review Key Ideas and Vocabulary
1. Which of the following did Wegener use to

support the continental drift theory?

A. I and II only
B. I and III only
C. II and III only
D. I, II, and III

2. Which of the following describes the bands of
alternating magnetic orientation on the sea
floor?
A. stripes parallel to transform faults 
B. stripes that run perpendicular to mid-ocean

ridges 
C. alternating stripes mirrored on either side of

a mid-ocean ridge
D. stripes that parallel continental margins

ending at mid-ocean ridges

3. Where does the theory of plate tectonics predict
earthquakes and volcanoes will occur?
A. along continental margins
B. mostly in deep ocean trenches
C. evenly distributed around Earth
D. primarily along plate boundaries

4. The San Andreas Fault in California is an
example of a(n)
A. divergent plate boundary.
B. transform plate boundary.
C. convergent plate boundary.
D. amalgamate plate boundary.

5. Which process occurs at an oceanic–continental
convergent boundary?
A. hot spots are created
B. oceanic crust subducts
C. continental crust subducts
D. new oceanic crust is created

6. Which of the following causes tectonic plates to
move over Earth?
A. ridge push
B. subduction
C. Earth’s rotation
D. strike–slip faults

7. The process that creates earthquakes is
described by 
A. the theory of plate tectonics.
B. magnetic reversals.
C. the continental drift theory.
D. a seismograph.

Many of these questions are in the style of the Science 10 Provincial Exam.
The following icons indicate an exam-style question and its cognitive level.

Knowledge       Understanding and Application           Higher Mental ProcessesK HMPU

K

I oddities in the distribution of fossils and
paleoglaciation evidence

II the geographic fit of the continents and distant
matching geological features

III measurements showing that North America and
Africa were getting farther apart

K

K

K

K

K

K
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8. Which of the following are sources of heat
within Earth?

A. I and II only
B. I and III only
C. II and III only
D. I, II, and III

9. Which of the following statements about the sea
floor is always true?
A. Age is consistent.
B. Age decreases in all directions from 

a hot spot.
C. Age increases with distance from a 

mid-ocean ridge.
D. Age increases with distance from the

continental margin.

10. What determines which plate subducts 
at a convergent boundary?
A. relative speed of the plates
B. relative density of the plates
C. melting of the continental plate
D. magnetic reversals on the two plates

11. What is the epicentre of an earthquake?
A. The point of origin of an earthquake.
B. The location of a seismograph that detects

the earthquake.
C. A network of three or more seismographs

used to detect an earthquake.
D. The location on the surface of Earth directly

above the earthquake’s origin.

12. Draw and label a cross-section of the internal
structure of Earth. Include the three main types
of plate boundaries and indicate the relative
location of shallow- to deep-focus earthquakes.

13. Match the features on the left with the type of
plate boundary on the right.

14. Match each symbol on the left to its meaning on
the right.

15. The Indian–Australian Plate is colliding with
the Eurasian Plate to create the Himalayan
mountains. Which plate is subducting beneath
the other? How can you tell?

16. Use a graphic organizer to compare oceanic
crust and continental crust in terms of
thickness, composition, and density.

Use What You’ve Learned
17. Which of the following statements about

tectonic plates is correct?

A. I and II only
B. I and III only
C. II and III only
D. I, II, and III

K

I excess radioactive decay

II friction due to convection currents

III heat remaining from Earth’s formation

K

K

K

Feature Type of Boundary

a) deep-focus earthquake
b) fault
c) volcanic island arc
d) mid-ocean ridge
e) rift valley
f) subduction zone
g) ocean trench

I. convergent

II. divergent

III. transform

Tectonic Map Symbol Meaning

a)

b)

c) ▲▲▲

d)

I. transform boundary

II. direction of travel

III. divergent boundary

IV. convergent boundary

U

I Pangaea was a gathering of the continental
portions of tectonic plates.

II Tectonic plates have moved over the asthenosphere
since Earth formed.

III Pangaea is the only other formation the continents
formed.
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18. What forces oceanic lithosphere into the
mantle?
A. It curls under as it cools.
B. Its high-density materials make it sink.
C. It is magnetically attracted to the solid inner

core.
D. It is pushed under by a plate that is less

dense.

19. Which plate boundary type is responsible for
the formation of the Cascade volcanic belt just
east of the Juan de Fuca Plate (Figure 1)?

A. oceanic–oceanic convergent
B. continental–oceanic transform
C. oceanic–continental convergent
D. continental–continental divergent

20. There is no directional arrow on the Juan de
Fuca Plate in the tectonic plate boundaries map
shown in Figure 1. Explain how you can tell
which direction it is moving.

21. Which of the following is the result of a
continental–continental convergent boundary?
A. Japanese islands
B. Great Rift Valley
C. San Andreas Fault
D. Himalayan mountains

22. Is the line of volcanic islands north of Australia
the result of a hot spot? Explain how you know.

23. Which feature would you expect to be deeper:
the rift valley along the spreading ridge of the
East Pacific Rise, or the Puerto Rico Trench?
Explain.

24. Copy and complete Table 1 to compare 
and contrast the continental drift theory and
the theory of plate tectonics.

25. Sketch Figure 2 in your notebook, and add the
location of future volcanoes caused by the hot
spot under the tectonic plate.
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Figure 1

Continental
Drift Theory

Theory of Plate
Tectonics

Part(s) of Earth
involved

Description of
movement(s)

Cause(s) of
movement

Evidence

Table 1

active volcano

direction of
plate motion

Figure 2
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26. What is the correct tectonic map symbol for the
type of plate boundary shown in Figure 3? 

Think Critically
27. Why do deep-focus earthquakes occur only at a

convergent boundary?
A. These boundaries stick with the greatest

force.
B. Deep-focus earthquakes require the pressure

of an overriding plate.
C. It’s the only place lithosphere is found so

deep below the surface.
D. Rising magma at other boundaries

lubricates the lithosphere, preventing
earthquakes.

28. Why don’t earthquakes happen more than 
700 km below Earth’s surface?
A. Lithosphere in this area floats freely.
B. There is no friction within the liquid

mantle.
C. They do, but the seismic waves can’t be

detected.
D. Tectonic plates become part of

asthenosphere at this depth.

29. Why are older mountains and volcanoes smaller
than younger ones, such as the Himalayas?

30. If an older portion of an oceanic plate collides
with a younger oceanic plate, why will the older
plate sink below the younger?
A. It is more dense.
B. It is made of denser minerals.
C. It has been pulled by gravity longer.
D. It has slowed more than the younger plate.

31. Hot spot volcanoes in the oceans (e.g., Hawaii)
have a very different mineral balance than hot
spot volcanoes on continents (i.e., Anahim Belt,
Yellowstone). Explain why.

32. Explain why mantle convection alone is not
likely the only force driving the motion of
tectonic plates. Consider that ocean plates move
faster than continental plates, in general.

33. Use print and electronic resources to map the
location of active volcanoes in British
Columbia. Which volcano poses the greatest
hazard? Explain.

34. In December 2004, a large-magnitude
earthquake occurred in the subduction zone off
the coast of Sumatra. The resulting tsunami
caused the death of over 200 000 people.
Research the nature and cause of tsunamis.
What other tsunamis have caused large
destruction? Summarize your findings in a
paragraph.

Reflect on Your Learning
35. One benefit of the plate tectonic theory is a

better understanding of how and when
earthquakes occur. How has, or might, this
understanding affect your life?
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